Introduction
The surface defects have become one of the crucial issues in steel wire, rod, and bar manufacturing industries as the strength of final products is increased. 1, 2) Especially the demands for automobile applications such as fasteners, springs, and bearings are more stringent because surface defects decrease the strength and fatigue characteristics of products, sometimes resulting in car accident by the breakage of these applications during service. In steel manufacturing process, there are three types of surface defects in wire, rod, and bar as schematically shown in Fig. 1(a) : surface flaw, decarburization, and abnormal grain growth. 3) Among them, the surface flaw has much attention since surface flaw induces not only the breakage of final product during service but also the fracture of material during downstream forming processes such as wire drawing and forging, leading to reduce the productivity of downstream processes. [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] For instance, surface flaw decreases the lifetime of wire rod product such as fasteners and springs by reducing the fatigue resistance. 9, 10) The surface flaws were mainly generated during casting process, hot rolling process,
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KEY WORDS: surface flaw; wire drawing; material properties; process conditions; flaw shape. and handling/transportation between processes, 11, 12) and typical shapes of surface flaw are represented in Fig. 1(b) . Based on the author's experience, all the surface flaws in hot rolled wire rod were not remained in the final products. Some surface flaws were remained in the final products, but some surface flaws disappeared during downstream plastic forming process such as wire drawing depending on the drawing process conditions, material properties, and the initial shape of surface flaw. Practically, surface flaws occurred during casting process, hot rolling process and handling/transportation between processes were classified into three groups as follows:
(i) Surface flaws were not eliminated during wire drawing process. Accordingly, the wire rod was determined as scrap or sold for wire rod applications with low grade.
(ii) Surface flaws can be removed during wire drawing process.
(iii) Surface flaws cannot be eliminated during wire drawing process. However, they do not have detrimental effect on final products due to their shape.
The above three cases highlights that evaluating the possibility of elimination of surface flaw originally presented in hot rolled wire rod is crucial during wire drawing process. In addition, the prediction of deformed shape of surface flaw during wire drawing is necessary since some surface flaws are detrimental and some flaws are not detrimental on final products depending on the flaw shape. That is, it is very important to eliminate the surface flaw and predict the shape of surface flaw during wire drawing process in order to increase the price competitiveness and productivity of manufacturers. 13) Therefore, we need to understand the deformation behavior of surface flaw during wire drawing.
There have been several studies on the deformation behavior of surface flaw during wire drawing process. Shinohara and Yoshida 5, 14) reported that a crack with a small angle become smaller during repeated wire drawing in stainless steel. They showed that the surface crack becomes an overlap type flaw as the crack angle is smaller, whereas the bottom of crack rises and thus disappears when the crack angle is large. They also showed that a larger die angle and a higher reduction of area (RA) per pass have a positive effect on decreasing the depth of surface flaw. Baek et al. 15) reported the deformation behavior of surface flaw with changing the shape of surface flaw: flaws were aligned along the longitudinal, transverse, and oblique directions. Magalhaes et al. 16) proposed the defect evolution map using numerical simulation and experiment with Cu wire containing longitudinal surface flaw of various shape during drawing process. They reported that the shape of deformed surface flaw depends on the initial shape of flaw and it is independent of the material properties such as Cu, Al, and low carbon steel wires. Most of the papers were focused on the shape of surface defect, and only a few studies have considered the process conditions 5) and material properties 16) during wire drawing. In addition, the literature still lacks a systematic study to find the optimum parameters to remove or reduce the surface flaw during wire drawing process. Consequently, it is very difficult to use the results in the industrial wire drawing and hot rolling plants.
Therefore, the present paper deals with the effects of process conditions, material properties, and flaw shape on the behavior of surface flaw during wire drawing process to fully understand the deformation behavior of surface flaw and to find solutions to decrease them, which can be helpful in determining the guideline to design the wire drawing process. Process parameters such as RA per pass, die angle, and friction coefficient at the interface between material and die were considered, and the effect of material properties such as strain hardening coefficient (K) and strain hardening exponent (n) of Hollomon's law were evaluated using the finite element (FE) analysis. The shape of initial surface flaw was also considered during wire drawing process.
Finite Element Analysis
To observe the deformation behavior of surface flaws with process conditions, material properties, and the shape of initial flaw during wire drawing, DEFORM FE commercial software was used. The dies for wire drawing process were considered as a rigid body, and the workpiece was assumed to be isotropic and rigid plastic material, whose constitutive behavior was generally described by Hollomon's law as follows:
where, K and n are strain hardening coefficient and strain hardening exponent, respectively. The required K and n values were obtained by room temperature tensile test from the Ref. 17) The stress-strain relationship for high strength twinning-induced plasticity (TWIP) steel was σ = 1 980ε 0.54 MPa and low strength ferritic steel was σ = 571ε 0.136 MPa. The analyzed chemical compositions of the ferritic and TWIP steels in this study are Fe-0.1C-0.4Mn-0.1Si and Fe-0.6C-19.94Mn-1.03Al in weight percent, respectively. For the systemic study considering TWIP and ferritic steels, K and n values were selected in the range of 50-1 980 MPa and 0.01-0.54, respectively as summarized in Table 1 .
The initial wire in a diameter of 6 mm was drawn at the constant drawing speed of 8.3 mm/s. The friction coefficient at between die and wire interface was varied from 0.01 to 0.5 to understand the effect of surface preparation prior to the drawing test. The variation of die angle was selected as 4°, 12°, and 20°. An average RA per pass was change from 10% to 30% and calculated using the following simple equation:
where A 0 and A f are the areas of initial and finial cross section, respectively. Two types of surface flaw were investigated as shown in Fig. 2(b) , i.e., V type and U type. Surface flaw was assumed to be occurred along the transverse direction during hot wire rod rolling process and the initial depth of surface flaw was 300 μm as shown in Fig.  2 . All the standard parameters related to the wire drawing process for numerical simulation are given in Table 2 based on the general conditions of wire drawing process in the industrial field. And all the variation of parameters during wire drawing in this simulation are summarized in Table 1 .
To shorten the calculation time, the only half of full geom- etry was modeled stemming from the symmetrical condition of wire drawing process in nature, and a section of 70 mm in length was simulated. To observe the deformation behavior of surface flaw in more detail, two-dimensional analysis was conducted. The number of total mesh in the workpiece is 10 000 and finer mesh was applied near the surface flaws as shown in Fig. 2 (b). It should be noted that this axisymmetric two-dimensional drawing condition well describes the wire drawing process itself, but this condition was somewhat unrealistic to represent transverse surface flaws of wire since surface flaw assumed to be occurred along the whole circumferential direction. The other approach to solve this problem is using the three-dimensional analysis; however, three-dimensional simulation was not appropriate to investigate the deformation behaviors of surface flaw during wire drawing because the very small surface flaws in comparison with the material could not have enough mesh to describe the deformation in detail during severe forming process. 13, 15, 16) In addition, the parametric study of surface flaws is totally impossible. Meanwhile, as compared to the flaw's depth, most of the transverse surface flaws in industrial fields had an enough length along the circumferential direction, which means the influence of material interaction along the circumferential direction on deformation behavior of surface flaw can be ignored. Also, the plastic deformation along the drawing direction is much higher than that along the circumferential direction during wire drawing. That is, axisymmetric two-dimensional drawing condition can practically describe the deformation behaviors of surface flaws during wire drawing although it theoretically shows the unrealistic geometry of surface flaws. Accordingly, axisymmetric two-dimensional drawing condition was chosen in this study. Temperature rise during the process was not considered due to the low strain rate, i.e., slow drawing speed of 8.3 mm/s. removing the surface flaw. For instance, the surface flaw with smaller r value is easy to be removed. In contrast, higher r value means that the surface flaw is easy to become overlap, which is difficult to be removed or reduced. Also, the overlapped surface flaw can increase the possibility of breakage during next forging process and under service because it can be hardly detected in the inspection process right after wire drawing and forging processes. Shinohara and Yoshida 5) also reported that wire rod with surface flaw of higher r value increased the possibility of fracture during next cold forging process. Therefore, special emphasis should be laid on the r value not the depth of surface flaw to remove or reduce the surface flaw during subsequent processes such as wire drawing and forging. For instance, the surface flaw of wire produced by RA per pass of 10% was difficult to be removed since it had higher r value as shown Fig. 3(c) due to the smaller width of surface flaw (Figs. 3(a) and 3(b)). In contrast, the flaw of wire produced by RA per pass of 30% can be easily removed by more repeated drawing and easily detected by inspection system stemming from the shape. Overall, the r value decreased with increasing RA per pass ( Fig. 3(c) ). Consequently, higher RA per pass is much better process condition to remove or reduce the surface flaw during wire drawing.
Results and Discussion

Effect of Process Conditions
Die Angle
Die angle is important parameter in wire drawing process since it strongly affects homogeneity of mechanical properties of drawn wire along the radial direction as well as drawing force. [18] [19] [20] Figure 4 shows the deformation behaviors of surface flaw of drawn wire with die angle and total RA. The depth of surface flaw decreased with increasing total RA, but the deformed shape of surface flaw was different with die angle. A smaller die angle had a positive effect on decreasing the depth of surface flaw as shown in Fig. 4(b) . On the other hand, higher die angle made the surface flaw sharp, i.e., overlap type surface flaw. The r value increased with total RA at the die angle of 20° and decreased with total RA at the die angle of 4° and 12° as shown in Fig.  4(c) . Therefore, smaller die angle is highly recommended to reduce the surface flaw during wire drawing. Figure 5 (a) shows the deformed shape of surface flaw with friction coefficient in wire-die interface. An overlap type surface flaw was generated with increasing friction coefficient. The average angle between surface flaw and drawing direction decreased with increasing friction coefficient because higher strain or deformation was applied in surface area with increasing friction due to the higher frictional stress. It is well known that surface area has high effective strain and the inhomogeneity of effective strain along the radial direction is increased with increasing friction coefficient. 21, 22) The depth, width, and r value of surface flaw decreased with total RA as show in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c). Lower friction coefficient was better to decrease the surface flaw but the effect was not large. Figures 6 and 7 show the deformed shape of surface flaw with various K and n values. The shape of surface flaw was somewhat varied with n value and almost same regardless of K value, which means the effect of material properties such as K and n value on the deformation of surface flaw was not crucial. Especially, the shape of surface flaw was very similar with K value. However, a close observation shows that higher n value decreased the r value since it increased the width of surface flaw. In addition, the shape of surface flaw was smoother with increasing n value. It should be noted that this result is very important from a practical point of view. At the same wire drawing condition, the surface flaw that was removed during wire drawing in wire rod with high n value was remained after wire drawing in wire rod with low n value. For instance, low strength steels such as ferritic steel tended to have a higher possibility of surface defect after wire drawing process in comparison with the high strength steels such as pearlitic steels and TWIP steels. Meanwhile, Magalhaes et al. 16) reported that the deformation behavior of surface flaw was very similar with materials such as low carbon steel, Cu wire, and Al wire. Further research is in progress to explore the influence of n value on deformation behavior of surface flaw in more detail.
Friction
Effect of Material Properties
Effect of Flaw Shape
There are several types of surface flaws in wires, rods, and bars. 14) In this section, the effect of initial shape of surface flaw on deformation behavior during wire drawing is investigated.
The flaw angle is defined as 2β ( Fig. 2(b) ) and it was changed from 30° to 120° as shown in Fig. 8(a) . The deformation behavior of surface flaw is totally different with the initial flaw angle ( Fig. 8(a) ) although the depth and width of surface flaw decreased with total RA regardless of flaw angle as shown in Fig. 8(b) . The surface flaw having an angle of 30° became sharp with increasing total RA, whereas the surface flaw with an angle of 120° disappeared with total RA (Figs. 8(a) and 8(c) ). Shinohara and Yoshida 5) reported the similar results with V shape longitudinal surface flaws using FE analysis: surface flaw becomes an overlap shape when the flaw angle is small. Apparently, we can conclude that the higher flaw angle has a positive effect on removing or reducing the surface flaws during wire drawing. For instance, scratches occurred during manufacturing, handling, and transportation processes can be easily removed or reduced during wire drawing process since scratch tends to have a relatively higher flaw angle. Figure 9(a) shows two kinds of initial shapes of surface flaw. The development of surface flaw was very different with initial flaw shape. The depth of surface flaw of wire rod having V shape flaw relatively well decreased as shown in Figs. 9(b) and 9(c), whereas U shape flaw tended to deform in the manner of overlap with increasing total RA. Surface flaw with the shape of overlapping pattern inside the wire rod increased the possibility of breakage during next forging process, which means U shape surface flaw was much more detrimental than V shape flaw. It should be noted that the initial U shape flaw was always remained in the final drawn products. Shinohara and Yoshida 14) and Magalhaes et al. 16) reported the similar results using stainless steel and Cu wire, respectively. Accordingly, we need to avoid making U type flaw as well as sharp V type flaws during casting and hot rod rolling processes.
Deformation Mechanism and Strategies for Reduction of Surface Flaw
To the best of author's knowledge, the deformation behavior of surface flaw is highly related to the strain distribution along the radial direction of wire rod. That is, the deformation behavior of surface flaw depends on the stain inhomogeneity with area of wire. It is well known that the degree of inhomogeneity along the radial direction of drawn wire depends on die angle (α) and RA per pass during wire drawing process, which are considered together as a geometrical parameter Δ. At first, Atkins and Caddell 23) defined the following parameter as follows: This equation shows that the degree of inhomogeneity along the radial direction of wire rod decreases with decreasing Δ. Therefore, we can decrease the strain inhomogeneity with area by increasing RA and decreasing α. It was reported that the effective strain at surface area and the inhomogeneity of effective strain along the radial direction was increased with increasing die angle. 18, 21, 24) It is also well known that the inhomogeneity of effective strain along the radial direction is increased with decreasing RA per pass. 18, [25] [26] [27] A lower friction coefficient at interface between die and wire also decreases the strain inhomogeneity of wire since higher friction enhances the stress concentration on surface area and surface shearing of wire. 21, 22, 28, 29) Table 3 summarizes the influence of parameters on both surface flaw and strain inhomogeneity of wire rod during wire drawing process. The surface flaw decreased with decreasing die angle and friction coefficient and with increasing RA per pass, n value, and flaw angle. Interestingly, the surface flaw and strain inhomogeneity of wire rod Table 3 . Influence of parameters on surface flaw and inhomogeneity of drawn wire. were simultaneously decreased at the same process conditions: increasing RA per pass, and decreasing die angle and friction coefficient. This means higher strain and/or stress on surface area compared to the inner area of wire had a detrimental effect on reducing the surface flaw. Figure 10 shows the contour maps of effective strain around surface flaw with die angle and total RA. The highest strain occurred around surface flaw, especially at surface flaw in downside, regardless of die angle. Interestingly, higher strain was applied at surface flaw with increasing die angle: the specimen drawn by dies with an angle of 20° had much higher strain than that by 12° and 4°. This higher strain at the surface area can induce the overlap type surface flaw, whereas relatively uniform strain along the radial direction or lower strain induced round type surface flaw. In addition, the strain difference between upper side and downside area around surface flaw can make surface flaw shape or closed, i.e., overlap type surface flaw, since sharp surface flaw had higher strain difference between two areas as shown in Fig. 10. Figure 11 shows the distribution of effective strain near the surface flaw of drawn wire with n value and total RA. Higher strain was applied around surface flaw with decreasing n value. Also, the strain difference with area increased with decreasing n value. The width of surface flaw decreased with decreasing n value since the metal was easily flowed with the drawing direction with decreasing n value. Therefore, the angle of surface flaw was easy to be changed to the wire drawing direction. This is the main reason why the wire rod with lower n value had higher r value. The contour maps of effective strain of drawn wire were different with the angle of initial flaw as shown in Fig. 12 . Higher strain was applied near the surface flaw with decreasing flaw angle, which means sharp surface flaw was generated with decreasing flaw angle. These results showed that higher difference of effective strain at between surface flaw and other areas made the surface flaw sharp. In addition, the larger difference of effective strain at between upper side and downside around surface flaw made overlap type surface flaw. Figure 13 shows a schematic of strain distribution around surface flaw during wire drawing. The diameter of wire was reduced along the radial direction by the compressive stress from die (I in Fig. 13 ). Meanwhile, the higher compressive stress (I) imposed on the wire surface widened the width of surface flaw, leading to decrease r value, resulting in reduction or elimination of surface flaw.
Parameters
Reduction of surface flaw
Reduction of inhomogeneity
We can obtain the higher compressive stress on surface area by increasing the RA per pass. The tensile stress was also applied along the drawing direction by the pulling stress of wire and frictional stress on the wire surface (II, III, and IV in Fig. 13 ). Drawn wire always has an inhomogeneous strain distribution: surface area has higher strain than center area as shown in Fig. 13 . 21) According to the numerical results, when the strain difference in between outer surface (II in Fig. 13 ) and inner surface (III in Fig. 13 ) was larger, the surface flaw tended to be sharp or overlapped. In contrast, the surface flaw can be widened or removed when the strain difference in betweens was small. This means that the homogeneous strain distribution along the radial direction increased the possibility of reducing or removing the surface flaw. Surface flaw can be easily reduced by decreasing the outer longitudinal stress (II) by decreasing the die angle and friction coefficient in wire-die interface. Increasing the inner longitudinal stress (III) was also a good approach to widen the surface flaw. Based on the above results, we can simultaneously improve the homogeneities of mechanical properties of wire with area and reduce the surface flaw with increasing the RA per pass and decreasing die angle and friction coefficient. Controlling the stress difference in between left directional outer stress (II in Fig. 13 ) and right directional outer stress (IV in Fig. 13 ) was one of the ways to reduce the surface flaw. However, tailoring such stress conditions was very difficult in the conventional wire drawing process. The shape and flaw angle of surface flaw may affect the above stress condition as shown in Fig. 12 : the distribution of effective strain was very different with flaw angle of wire. For instance, the upper side around surface flaw had higher effective strain than downside at the flaw angle of 30°. However, further research and discussion are necessary.
To confirm the above explanation on the deformation behavior of surface flaw, the surface flaw was numerically simulated with the best combination of parameters: RA per pass of 30%, die angle of 4°, friction coefficient of 0.01, and n value of 0.54 at flaw angle of both 60° and 120° as shown in Fig. 14. The surface flaw reduced well and r values were dramatically decreased at the two best combina-tions compared to the standard and other process conditions as shown in Fig. 14(c) . Based on the systemic numerical simulation on the deformation behavior of surface flaw in wire rod, the surface flaw can be reduced by the following seven strategies:
(i) Increase the RA per pass considering the fracture of wire rod. It also increases the strain homogeneity of drawn wire with area.
(ii) Decrease the die angle considering the side effects of friction and drawing force, which also decreases the strain inhomogeneity of drawn wire with area.
(iii) Decrease the frictional effect at the interface between die and wire by changing the lubricants or process conditions such as hydrodynamic drawing process. 30) (iv) Materials with higher n vale are recommended. It means that the surface flaw in high strength materials is easy to be reduced.
(v) The surface flaw with higher flaw angle is easy to be reduced during wire drawing. For instance, scratch occurred during process or handling of wire rod is easy to be removed in wire drawing process since scratch tends to have a higher flaw angle.
(vi) In view of flaw shape, V shape flaw is easy to be removed in comparison with U shape flaw, therefore V shape flaws are highly recommended during hot wire rod rolling process.
(vii) The U shape flaw and the sharp V shape flaw in wire rod need to be removed mechanically or chemically prior to wire drawing process since these surface flaws cannot be eliminated during wire drawing process and are always remained in the final products.
These seven suggestions can help to remove or reduce the surface flaw of wire rod during wire drawing process. It should be noted that above recommendations also decreased the inhomogeneities of mechanical properties and microstructure along the radial direction of drawn wire.
Conclusions
Based on the systemic numerical study on the deformation behavior of surface flaw in wire rod during wire drawing process, the following conclusions were briefly drawn.
(1) The surface flaw decreased with decreasing die angle and friction coefficient and with increasing RA per pass. Interestingly, the surface flaw and strain inhomogeneity of wire rod with area were simultaneously decreased at the same process conditions.
(2) The shape of surface flaw was somewhat varied with n value and almost same regardless of K value, which means the effect of material properties such as K and n value is not crucial. However, a close observation shows that higher n value decreased the r value since it increased the width of surface flaw.
(3) The deformation behavior of surface flaw is very different with the angle of initial surface flaw. The higher flaw angle has a positive effect on removing or reducing the surface flaws during wire drawing process. The r value of V type flaw in wire rod was relatively well decreased; whereas, U shape flaw tended to deform in the manner of overlap with increasing total RA, which means U shape surface flaw was much more detrimental than V shape surface flaw.
(4) Higher strain and/or stress on surface area compared to the inner area of wire had a detrimental effect on reducing the surface flaw. To reduce or remove the surface flaw during wire drawing, homogeneous plastic deformation along the radial direction of wire was necessary. Based on above results, seven strategies were proposed to remove or reduce the surface flaw of wire rod during wire drawing process, which can be helpful in determining the guideline to design the wire drawing process.
